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A production from

We hope you enjoy your National Theatre 
Live screening. We make every attempt to 
replicate the theatre experience as closely 
as possible for your enjoyment.  
 

Please do let us know what you think 
through our channels listed below or 
approach the cinema manager to share  
your thoughts.

Enjoy the show

Connect with us

Explore
Go behind the scenes of Straight Line Crazy 
and learn more about how our broadcasts 
happen on our website.

ntlive.com

Never miss out
Get the latest news from  
National Theatre Live straight  
to your inbox.

ntlive.com/signup        

Did you know?

Running time: 2 hours 30 minutes, including an interval.

have watched a National Theatre Live 
screening since 2009

Over

10.7
a new play by David Hare

directed by Nicholas Hytner

Cast (in alphabetical order)
Mariah Heller Alisha Bailey

Ariel Porter Samuel Barnett

Stamford Fergus David Bromley

Sandy McQuade Al Coppola

Finnuala Connell Siobhán Cullen

Robert Moses Ralph Fiennes

Lewis Mason Ian Kirkby

Shirley Hayes Alana Maria

Carol Amis Dani Moseley

Henry Vanderbilt Guy Paul

Jane Jacobs Helen Schlesinger

Nicole Savage Mary Stillwaggon Stewart

Governer Al Smith Danny Webb

Production Team 
Director Nicholas Hytner

Designer Bob Crowley

Lighting Designer Jessica Hung Han Yun

Sound Designer George Dennis

Composer George Fenton

Casting Director Robert Sterne

Associate Director Jamie Armitage

Broadcast Team 
Director for Screen Robin Lough

Technical Producer Christopher C. Bretnall

Lighting Director Bernie Davis

Sound Supervisor Conrad Fletcher

Script Supervisor Annie McDougall

 million people



An Atlantic Portrait
Excerpt by writer David Hare and real life quotes from  
the Straight Line Crazy programme at the Bridge Theatre

Coming soon

Visit our website at ntlive.com to find  
the next broadcast or screening near you

Some of the characters in this play – 
including Robert Moses, Jane Jacobs,  
Al Smith and Shirley Hayes – lived and 
breathed. The actions and biographies  
I attribute to them are broadly accurate, 
and sourced from the many books, articles 
and films which address the transformation 
of New York State in the mid-20th century. 
Some of the other characters are invented. 
Moses’ life was so prodigious and his reach 
so great that I have chosen to concentrate 
on just two decisive moments in his 
extraordinary career.

‘All new work makes an unfavourable 
impression because it is a change that 
upsets settled ways of life. But this first 
impression is fleeting. It soon gives way to 
a juster and more generous appreciation’ 
(Robert Moses)

‘Cities have the capability of providing 
something for everybody, only because, 
and only when they are created by 
everybody’ (Jane Jacobs)

‘The American people never carry an 
umbrella. They prepare to walk in eternal 
sunshine’ (Al Smith)

Bridge Theatre

The Bridge Theatre was founded by Nicholas 
Hytner and Nick Starr on leaving the National 
Theatre after 12 years. Tim Levy later joined 
them as co-directors in 2020.

Its 900-seat adaptable auditorium is designed 
to answer the needs of contemporary 
audiences and theatre-makers and is capable 
of responding to shows with different formats 
(end-on, thrust and promenade).

It was the first wholly new theatre of scale to 
be added to London’s commercial theatre 
sector in 80 years. The Bridge was designed 
by Steve Tompkins and Roger Watts of 
Haworth Tompkins Architects (winner of the 
2014 Stirling Prize).

bridgetheatre.co.uk
facebook/bridgetheatrelondon
@_bridgetheatre

National Theatre Live

National Theatre Live distributes
world-class theatre straight from stages
across the United Kingdom to cinema
screens around the world.

Working with the best of British
theatre companies and producers,
we simultaneously broadcast live theatre
to cinemas in the UK, Europe and
sometimes North America, as well as
capturing the live performance for  
encore screenings in other territories.

Our live broadcasts and screenings
have been seen by over 10.7 million people
in 2,500 cinemas in 65 countries since
we launched in 2009. 

ntlive.com
facebook.com/ntlive
@ntlive

Jodie Comer (Killing Eve) makes her  
West End debut as a young brilliant 
barrister in this award-winning play. 

by Suzie Miller
directed by Justin Martin
From Empire Street Productions

In cinemas 21 July 2022

Katherine Parkinson and John Heffernan 
lead the cast in Shakespeare’s irrestible 
romcom of sun, sea, and mistaken identity.

A rollicking new comedy from the writer  
of One Man, Two Guvnors. With a cast  
that includes Caroline Quentin, Laurie 
Davidson and Kelvin Fletcher.

by William Shakespeare
directed by Simon Godwin
From the National Theatre

Broadcast live 8 September 2022

by Richard Bean and Oliver Chris
based on Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s The Rivals
From the National Theatre

In cinemas 6 October 2022


